We welcome the renewal of Jim Shupe and also the renewal of Robert Breymaier from our Service Fund. Many thanks and may they both enjoy the coming year, either in DX or reading their bulletins.

Next issue of the bulletin will be August 14th. Have reports in by Aug 12.

Your Editor and family had the pleasure of having a visit from Thomas Carberry on the evening of July 5th. You can be sure that we all enjoyed his visit very much. He is looking swell and likes the Navy very well. Here’s hoping that he enjoyed his stay even if it was a short one. Tom, said to remember him to all you members. Now that he again is on Duty that he will be very successful and have the best wishes from us all.

In the July-August issue of the GLOBE CIRCULARS it was noted with disappointment that it would be the last issue of that publication. Short Wave DXers will certainly miss it as I believe that it was the best and most up to date and complete publication of its kind. The reason given was lack of funds. However Charles Morrison its Editor said that it was to be again started after the War. Let us all hope that he will be very successful in this idea. Your NRC Editor wishes to say to the IDA that he is sorry to hear the above and to also thank them for the many times they have favored the NRC by publishing its report forms for sale. IDA can also be sure that the NRC members will be looking forward when they who DX on SW will be again able to have the GLOBE CIRCULAR in circulation.

WHAT IS A LETTER?

Yes, What Is A Letter? To the people back home a letter, unless from a dear one, has little importance attached to it. But to us here, overseas, or in camps in the US, a letter spells home, be it one that we are writing or one that we are reading. For doing either one creates an atmosphere of home surroundings for us and the thousands of miles that separate us from our dear ones vanish into thin air and home seems so close that the touch of the breeze or the rustle of the letter itself brings it right into our tents and our midst. It can bring it into our hearts for it is already there.*** It is hard to understand what a letter means to a sailor, soldier, marine or any other member of the Armed Forces unless you have seen the happiness of a never-to-be-forgotten smile when one of them receives a bit of correspondence, or the dejected and disappointed look that sweeps across the faces of those who receive no such message. It is hard to describe the change of the countenance except that it is so pitiful that it touches the heart and one observing this is touched by a bit of sadness. And who is to blame for this? Not we, for sure, for the letter is almost the only means of communication that we have with the world that once was a part of us and that we were a part of, a world of carefree ways and a world of days "when" and we like to think that we still are a part of it and that there still is a part for us. And how can we be assured of this? I know of no better way than a continuous and loyal exchange of correspondence........ The above was written by a soldier and from it you can see what a letter means to our boys......... PLEASE read it carefully and then make up your mind that your firends and the NRC boys in service are not left out when the mail is delivered.

PLEASE REMEMBER WHAT THEY ARE DOING FOR YOU AND T
The following test schedule was sent by the Van Nostrand Radio Engineering Service and is effective as of July 1943. Many thanks to them.

**SCHEDULE A** - Second Monday of each month

3:00 - 3:10 1230 kc WAIM Anderson, South Carolina.
3:10 - 3:20 1230 kc WAYX Waycross, Georgia.
3:20 - 3:30 1230 kc WJWB New Orleans, Louisiana.
3:30 - 3:40 1230 kc WNOB Mobile, Alabama.
3:40 - 3:50 1230 kc WDLP Panama City, Florida.

**SCHEDULE B** - Second Tuesday of each month

5:20 - 5:30 1400 kc KLUF Galveston, Texas.
5:30 - 5:40 1400 kc WHIS Bluefield, West Virginia.

**SCHEDULE C** - Second Wednesday of each month

3:00 - 3:10 1240 kc WJBY Gladstone, Alabama.
3:10 - 3:20 1240 kc WBIK Knoxville, Tennessee.
3:20 - 3:30 1240 kc WCOV Montgomery, Alabama.
3:30 - 3:40 1240 kc WGAC Augusta, Georgia.
3:40 - 3:50 1240 kc WFOY St. Augustine, Florida.
3:50 - 4:00 1240 kc WAAG Fort Myers, Florida.
4:00 - 4:10 1240 kc KALB Alexandria, Louisiana.

**SCHEDULE D** - Second Friday of each month

2:50 - 3:00 1340 kc WLAK Lakeland, Florida.
3:00 - 3:10 1340 kc WGAU Athens, Georgia.
3:10 - 3:20 1340 kc WPDU West Point, Georgia.
3:20 - 3:30 1340 kc WSAV Savannah, Georgia.
3:30 - 3:40 1340 kc WFIG Sumter, South Carolina.
3:40 - 3:50 1340 kc WTAL Tallahassee, Florida.
3:50 - 4:00 1340 kc WAML Laurel, Mississippi.
4:00 - 4:10 1340 kc KVOL Lafayette, Louisiana.
4:10 - 4:20 1340 kc KYIC Victoria, Texas.

**SCHEDULE E** - Third Monday of each month

2:40 - 2:50 910 kc WJHL Johnson City, Tennessee.
2:50 - 3:00 1290 kc KRGM Waco, Texas.
3:00 - 3:10 1150 kc WJCO Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
3:10 - 3:20 1390 kc WJJS Jackson, Tennessee.
3:20 - 3:30 990 kc WPRA Mayaguez, Puerto Rico.
3:30 - 3:40 1370 kc WPAB Ponce, Puerto Rico.
3:40 - 3:50 1420 kc WPBP Ponce, Puerto Rico.
3:50 - 4:00 580 kc WTAC San Juan, Puerto Rico.

**SCHEDULE F** - Third Wednesday of each month

3:00 - 3:10 1400 kc WCOS Columbia, S Carolina.
3:10 - 3:20 1400 kc WGBR Goldsboro, N Carolina.
3:20 - 3:30 1400 kc WKPT Kingsport, Tennessee.
3:30 - 3:40 1400 kc WCBI Columbus, Mississippi.
3:40 - 3:50 1400 kc WAGF Dothan, Alabama.
3:50 - 4:00 1400 kc WMFD Wilmington, N Carolina.
4:00 - 4:10 1400 kc WABR Jacksonville, Florida.

**SCHEDULE G** - Third Friday of each month

3:00 - 3:10 1450 kc WGPC Albany, Georgia.
3:10 - 3:20 1450 kc WGOV Valdosta, Georgia.
3:20 - 3:30 1450 kc WSLI Jackson, Mississippi.
3:30 - 3:40 1450 kc WCRS Greenwood, S Carolina.
3:40 - 3:50 1450 kc WHMA Anniston, Alabama.

24 hr sta WNOB on 1450 kcs s-off at 3AM EWT monthly for these tests above.

3:50 - 4:00 1490 kc WMRC Greenville, S Carolina.
4:00 - 4:10 1490 kc WOPI Bristol, Tennessee.
4:10 - 4:20 1450 kc WBB Selma, Alabama.
4:20 - 4:30 1450 kc WNOG Brunswick, Georgia.
NATIONAL RADIO CLUB DX NEWS

1230 WCLO Janesville, Wisc hrd testing 7/14 4:25-4:35 AM. I sent a report last month but still no verie. (Edge-Buffalo NY)
1WIBC Canton, Ohio also hrd testing 7/14 from 4:35-4:45. (Edge)
1WJBC Bloomington, Ill testing 7/14 from 5:25-5:30 AM (Edge)
1340 WJMA Covington, VA. Mr Earl & Key owner of this one and these call letters used last on June 11th. Mr. Key the new owner regre$$ to advise that he has no records of the reports on WJMA's DX program that was run in Oct 41. You will recall WJMA did not verify those reports. Mr Key states that W L Braun, c.e. WJMA at the time of that DX has never been in his employ. (D Cooper)
1WKEY Covington, VA. Mr. Earl Key owner of WKEY signs veries. Station began using this call June 12th. I printed their 2 color verie cards. S-off at L1FM EWT with studios in Covington and Clifton Forge, VIRGINIA, not Kentucky as some of you seem to think.
1400 WDWS Champaign, Ill tests 7/14 from 5:15 on (Edge) (D Cooper)
1450 WMMJ Daytona Beach, Fla testing for RCA on 7/14 from 5-5:15 (Edge)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FINAL STANDINGS</th>
<th>OF 42-43 BCB CONTEST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Place</td>
<td>Ray Edge 74 reg and 39 Specials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Place</td>
<td>Kenny Page 57 reg and 38 Specials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Place</td>
<td>Marsh Blanchard 75 reg &amp; 21 Spec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Place</td>
<td>Eric Bristow 115 reg &amp; 14 Spec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th Place</td>
<td>Lefty Cooper 26 reg &amp; 29 Spec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th Place</td>
<td>Joe Lippincott 64 reg &amp; 18 Spec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7th - Dave Thomas-KTOH-XBCF1, 1436, 395</td>
<td>13th - Bud Kopp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8th - Frank Wheeler</td>
<td>1,273,032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9th - Norm Maguire</td>
<td>1,168,308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th - Pat Keilley</td>
<td>560,070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th - Ed Wyman</td>
<td>312,888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th - Al Bertholomew</td>
<td>274,545</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reason of the 25$ each for Fred Van Voorhees and Bob Brown was that your Editor offered booby prize to the lowest contestant. Seeing that a war came on and some of our contestants were in our armed forces I thought it best to offer 2 booby prizes, one for the lowest contestant that was active throughout the contest and the other to Bob Brown because although he was really the lowest in the entire standing although no fault of his own. He was taken into our Army very soon after entering the contest and had no chance to better his standing. It is hoped that each and every one of you contestants had a swell time and that you will again enter the new contest next season. A lot of credit must go to Marshall Blanchard for climbing to 3rd place. He did not become an NRC member until Dec 15th 1942 and entered the contest after several NRC specials had already been broadcast thus giving all others a handicap which Marshall very easily seemed to overcome. It can be said that if he would have been a member of the NRC right from the beginning of the contest that he would have walked off with top honors. You can readily see that the specials were the factor in winning top places.... It will also be noted that Dave Thomas was the only contestant to send in any more entrees and the 2 are listed after his name. I waited until July 15th before computing the final standings thus giving you plenty of time to get them in. Prizes will be mailed to the contestants next week immediately after this bulletin is on its way. Eric Bristow had a swell lot of veries entered but he didn't have enough of the specials to make the total add up. Your Editor feels that next season it would be nice to run the contest the same as it was this year except to not use the specials to multiply with but only count them twice their regular mileage, we have to have some initiative to have you boys report to the club specials. The 500 mile barrier could be also lifted and
The following is the list of ELIGIBLE NRC MEMBERS to be elected for the CLUB officers 1943-1944. Please select 10. Write them on the back of a plain post card or on a separate sheet of paper and mail it to CLUB HQ at once. The 10 receiving the highest number of votes will then be our officers and they will in turn elect one of those 10 to be our CLUB- President and also elect another one of the 10 to be Chairman of the Board of Directors. The remaining 8 will automatically become the other eight Board Members. The Editor and Treasurer along with the Secretary will be named by the Board after they have been elected to Office.

NOTICE
The present Board of Directors which include MEMBERS IN OUR ARMED SERVICES have just voted to not list the names of those in service as they will not be eligible for election. This was not done to shun these boys in any way but was done with the idea that they would not be in a position to attend to Club affairs promptly as no one will know when these boys might be sent overseas. They also included, any member who is elected to an office and goes into the armed service he will automatically give up his office to the highest member on the eligible list. This system will remain for the duration. It should be noted that members who are on our present Board of Directors and are in our armed services have voted approval of this. So there should be no thoughts of slighting any one just because he is fighting for his country.

Again just a few words for our newer members. To be eligible for election a member must have started his second consecutive year as an NRC member and his dues must be paid. Well here is the list from which you must make your selection. Again I will say that every member is entitled to vote no matter how long you have been a member and it is hoped that every NRC member will vote as it is his duty to select the fellows whom he wishes to operate his club for the coming season. Vote early so that the complete results can be published in the August 17th bulletin.

*Eldon Addy          Harold Auchstetter          Ted Bamberger
*Al Bertholomew     Grant Batson               *Joseph Becker
Bob Botzum          Joseph Brauner             Jack Brenton
Eric Bristow        Harold Burstrom           Walter & Ruth Butts
Herbert Campbell     *Ernest Cooper            *Richard Cooper
Frank Coryell        Harold Criswell            John Curgan
J. W. DeRosa        Edward Foichtner           William Gabriel
Jack Gardner         Kermit Geary               Hilding Gustafson
W. H. Herman         George Jacobs             Hans Jacobson
Joseph Jordan        John Kalmbach             Howard Kemp
Francis Kien         Roger Legge               Joseph Lippincott
William Macomber     Norman L. Maguire        Donald Meyer
Stanwood Morss       *Joseph Reiley            Louis Rewald
J Warren Routzahn    Carroll Seth              Jim Shupe
Sidney Steele        David Tins               *Fred Van Voorhees
Harold Wagner        James Wedewer             Frank Wheeler

At present we have 29 NRC members in the different Armed Services. There also are a few names omitted from this list as it was requested by them. Remember every one vote and do it as soon as you make your selection of the 10 that you would like to have as your Officers.

It will also be noted that there are seven names in the above list that have an * before their name. These are your present officers with the names of the 3 who are in service omitted. This was done in order to let the many of our new members know who they were. No intent to sway them as every one should make their own choice. REMEMBER VOTE AT ONCE.
HERB CAMPBELL-ATHENS PA. Last year, Janice the daughter, roomed with a Preuvian girl who finished school in June and returned to her native land. She gave Janice a 4 tube RCA portable. It has been fitted with a Power-Shifter and you just wouldn't believe what that little cuss will do when hitched to the new antenna. As a broadcast receiver it far outperforms the Super Skyrider. Only place it doesn't show quite so well is signal to noise ratio if the signal is pretty weak. Had a lot of fun with it. Does anyone know where I can find an old Crosley 10L4 receiver? (Yes Herb it seems at times we can get a lot of real pleasure from some little thing that we wouldn't think would be worth very much.-Ray)

SID STEELE-2726 HOLLYWOOD TERRACE-Louisville KY. Well I have made another move. I keep going farther south. I have completed my work at Ohio State and now have my Doctors degree which I had hoped so long for. But it has lost a lot of the romance that it had when I first began working toward it—but that is neither here nor there. I am now working in the chemistry labs of the Girdler Corp here in Louisville. God and the draft board willing, I plan to be a permanent resident here. Are there any NACers in this area? (No Sid except that Leo Herz is at present in the Louisville area and his QRA is PFC Leo Herz- A 3 H-36625398-191st Airborne Signal Co- APO 472 c/o Postmaster-Louisville, Ky-Ray) I visited Fran Gmeiner at Ft Knox on Sunday the 28th. He showed me around the Ft and had a fine chat about things that DXers talk about when they get together. Fran is a fine fellow and I enjoyed meeting him and the day spent there. I have my 2x4 radio with me here but when I get a little cash ahead I am going to see what I can do about getting a DX radio, this fall I hope to get back into the swing of things like the days before O S U. (Sid's QRA is complete at the top of his report)

DICK COOPER-KLUMANN PA Veries unreported include letters from CFCN-KM4-EADE-KBBS-WTOP-KGER-WTAG-BOV-WEGO-WJTM-KSPW-WJLB and CJVI. Also get cards from KBBS-KMYR and cards only from KGA-1GBK and the latest WKBX just returned my report with verie written on it. Incidentally WKBX began using their new call on June 12th. Hrd here at 10-11 PM sign off. They have good coverage. Announce sign-on at 7:55AM. Only station to not verify this year were KASA and WCBT. I have the latter verified previously but KASA has long been a thorn in my hide. Clyde M. Hunt, c.e. of WTOP says some of you old timers may remember when WJSV was WTFF maybe if your a real old timer you may remember when it was WITAR. So WTOP makes the fourth set of call letters. For my part I recall WTFF but thats as far as I can remember. Sure wish I had started to verify when I started to DX in 25. (I guess a lot of us wish the same Dick-Ray)

JIM SHUEY-DAVTON O. I didn't do much about DX the past season but I really enjoyed reading about the other DXers activities. Has anyone gotten a verie from WING? Right here in Dayton and I have sent them seven reports but no verie in spite of S8 follow ups. Maybe I am too close.

JACK CRAIG-ERIE PA Since last report veries have come in from CHO-CKY-CHAD-KFC-MKYY-KIO-KERN-KYOK-KVFD-KTNM-KAND-KGFL-KOLO-1WBB-WMAN-WOOD-WCAB-WPAM-WFY-WMBR-WGGL-WEGO-WJTM-WLBR-WGIL-WLBR-WHBC-WPJPR. Reports went out to KGWB-KVOC-KTCO-KOH-KGKL-WLAVW-JHJO-WLBC-RAIR-WTAP and WDNC. To LEN KAUSE-According to "Broadcasting" 5/24 WOCB-WBBR and WASH have also left the air. WOCB didn't have power to even run the tower lights. WJW is also going to move its studios to Cleveland where it will become a Blue network outlet.

RAY EDGE-BUFFALO N.Y. Well lo and behold I finally received a verie to-day July 14th. A small card from WKPA for a report of October 25 1942. Thanks to Dick Cooper for being so swell as to drop in WKPA while in New Kensington, and it looks as if all reports will be verified if sent to the fellow told about elsewhere in the bulletin. Total now 772.
BILL E BARRETT- DENVER COLO I was a member of the RADEX CLUB until they ceased operation. My log stands at about 350 stations with 240 verified. Within the last month the following stations were heard on tests and I thought it might prove a help to your organization. They were all heard at the times stated or the station announced that they were the time of their tests. On station KWLQ was heard as time listed.

1st Wed-WKBW-1490- 4:30-4:45 AM EWT
1st Wed-KWBN-1450- 5:30-6:00 AM EWT
2nd Sat-KFJJ-1240 s-off 6:15 AM EWT
2nd Sat-KOCA-1240 4:55-5:10 AM EWT
2nd Sat-KANS-1240 5:10-5:20 AM EWT
2nd Sat-WHBC-1400 5:05-5:20 AM EWT

Thanks a lot Bill and with this sample copy of our bulletin we hope that we can interest you enough to become one of our swell bunch of NRC members.

MRS PEGGY CUNTRRELL-WASHINGTON D.C. Here is the latest from the "home front" We haven't had a lot of activity here due to the usual summer activities. I'm home for the week end at the beach and DXing conditions aren't too good here and after all who wants to DX on a vacation? Well here are the verify's that have come in since our last report. WEBS-WKZ-WGIL-WCAE-KFIZ-WBBS-WCOQ-WHIT-WEPI-WPBM-KOPS-WNBX-WCOF-CFJG-KDCA-WQLE-WRGC-WAGA-WIVA-WIVA-WMPH-WHKO-WWNC and WDAE. There are a few reports out but nothing outstanding. Jack is here and he tells me that you, rather, he wrote you yesterday-- I don't know what he said in the letter, but he was no doubt butting the breeze again. Hi. It looks like I'll have to wait until it gets a bit cooler before I really go back to the radio hammer and tongs. (Well a vacation is the best tonic for the coming DX season, I too haven't did a bit, so when October rolls around we will see just how much good the vacation was. Jack says the verify's are "some apples". Well they certainly are a lot more that he has reported in the last year he DXed-Ray)

BILL GABREIL-LAKWOOD O Well nothing to report here so I'll just send along the below FCC data. I think it will be of some value to the boys.

LOCATION
WJWB to Cleveland from Akron Ohio (August 15 1943)
WAAT To Newark from Jersey City; WGRG to Louisville from N Albany Ind.
WDAK to Columbus from West Point, Ga.

OWNERSHIP
KURLC to Millard Edison from Clarence Scherbecuer (deceased)
WKBV To Central Broadcasting Co., from William O Knox.

FREQUENCY
KQJB to 1400 kcs from 600 kcs.

APPLICATIONS FOR NEW STATIONS
Newark Broadcasting Corp. Newark NJ for 620 kcs, 5 Kw directional.
Akron Broadcasting Co., 1240 kcs 250 watts use call WAVJ.
Eastern Broadcasting Co., Long Island City 1520 kcs 1K unlimited.

POWER
KPAC to 1000 watts unlimited from 500 watts unlimited.

SCHEDULE
WEMP now operating 24 hours daily on 1340 kcs with 250 watts.

Just don't have any time at all for summer DX. Am working 8 hours a day and usually like my sleep too well to give the dials a twist. But I am looking forward to the coming season and if we can get a few more fellows out for the CPC we should really go places---war or no war. Looks as if we DXers won't be rid of that menace on 1240 WJW. Bill O'Neil the owner has an application in for a new call and would be the very same kind of station. Also notice WEMP now clutters up 1340 with WEJL. Of course these stations are swell for war workers and it's really a swell thing for them to do, so guess we'll have to grin & bear it until the duration.
Just a line to let you know my new QRA. Have finished basic MO.
training at the Central Signal Corps Replacement Training Center and am
now in the Central Signal Corps School. Am attached to Company G etc.
I did my darndest to get into radio but they have me classified as a Central
office wire chief because of my telephone experience. I could have
done worse though. How is DXing coming along? That's one thing I'll miss
most, my radio. Don't get to hear a thing around here.

Harold G Pfitzer RTxG-Barracks 1-Ward Island-Corpus Christi, Texas.
Just a line to notify of my change of QRA. Correct one above. I left
Texas A&M last week and am now at the advanced radio and radar school.
Expect to be here about 6 months and after that it will be good-by USA.
I had a nice letter from Pat Reilly the other week and you might put in
a few words that I'll try to answer soon. Just about a month ago I had a
swell 16 day furlough but due to the distance I had to travel I only got
spend 5½ days at home.
PFC Arthur L Robb 4th Bomb Sgd 34th Bomb Group-Salinas, Calif.
I really should have written sooner but no excuse to offer. As you may
see I have been changed again, new QRA is at the top. I am located up
in Calif. Hope everything goes well with the NRC and it won't be long
until we will be DXing again, after the Axis has been disposed of.
Pvt Horst H Kruemel A S T O SU 3714-Carleton College-Northfield, Minn.
As you may have noticed I have changed my station. I am located up in
Minnesota now. I am XXXXXXXXXXX going to Carleton College to study German.
Boy this is really the life. The regular classes haven't started yet so
we don't do much during the day except for a one hour German refresher
course. This is really a swell opportunity to go to college and get paid
for doing it. I have been getting the bulletin regularly and it sure is
swell to read how the old gang is getting along. /1210 W Michigan St.
Donald A Wattenbarger A S USHR-V-12 Unit Marquette University-Milwaukee
Well here I am in Milwaukee, it seems to be a nice place but I sure wish
they had some good old San Francisco fog-hi. Well I can't have my radio
here so I wish you would send me the addresses of any fellows here in
Milwaukee that belongs to the NRC... or that are interested in DXing.
(Well don all our Milwaukee boys are in the service but maybe Horst Kru-
meil will see this and send you the names of some of the boys he knows
that DX and live in Milwaukee. I will also drop him a card telling him.)
Pvt Leonard R. Kruse 17112903-Co "A" 1st Sig Trg Bn-Barracks 1156 WSCRCT
Just a line to say about the change of QRA as above)Camp Kohler, Calif.
I would appreciate hearing from the fellows, so what say about a letter.
I will also be looking forward to the next bulletin.

Just one of my periodic cards to inform you of my new QRA as above. My
present site is known as the Maritime Services advanced Radio School and
according to QST it is the finest in the world. Needless to say the course
is plenty strenous as we now are supposed to accomplish in 28 weeks what
was formerly done in a 2 year period. This at least provides me with an
excellent alibi about my infrequent correspondence. However I might add I
only wish I had more time to keep in touch with my friends in the NRC.
Best of luck to all and may the NRC continue to keep going so well.

A letter received at Club HQ reveals that Merlin Steen is now a Sergeant
and has a new QRA as follows. SGT Merlin N. Steen-741 F.A. Battery "B"
Fort Jackson, South Carolina. So what say, drop the boys a line, now
that it is summer and nothing in the DX line to amount to a great deal.
Remember the letter on the front page about writing to service men. It
is the least that we can do for those who are doing so much for us. They
all want to hear from us so let us really get down to writing that letter.
NATIONAL RADIO CLUB SHORT WAVE NEWS
July 17 1943

EDITED by Jim Wedewer-1619 Massachusetts Ave N.W.-Washington 6 D.C.

KCS CALL REMARKS
8830 COCQ Havana,Cuba hrд with English announcements as well as Spanish
in late evenings. (Don Wattenberger-Mill Valley, Calif)
8960 --- Algiers, Algeria hrд R-7 at Mdt on day of invasion of Sicily
carrying the news to US networks and CBC. (Wedewer & Harris)
9500 XEW Mexico City, hrд with dance music-English ann at 1:30AM (D W)
9565 --- Kostramski, USSR hrд at 4:15PM with R-7 signals (Wattenberger)
9645 LLH Oslo, Norway hrд after long period of inaudibility at 10:15PM
 carrying a Norwegian program to N.A. Loud Sigs. (Wedewer)
9660 LRX Buenos Aires, Arg has not been hrд for several months (Wedewer)
9720 PRL7 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil now hrд early aces with good signals
on this new Freq, but CRMed by TGY/TGZ (Gil Harris-N Adams, Mass)
9860 EAG Madrid, Spain hrд well to N&S A at 7:15PM Eng & Span. (Harris)
9860 --- Moscow, USSR hrд in English at 7:15PM-French at 7:25PM (Harris)
9897 KROJ Los Angeles-Press wireless now broadcasting at 1:45PM relaying
KGEI. (Wattenberger)
11623 COK Havana, Cuba still off the air. (Harris) /Harris
11670 --- Leopoldsville, Belgian Congo hrд very loud 5:15-5:30 s-off
11760 PZX Paramaribo, Surinam hrд well at 9PM with a musical program
with announcements in Dutch-English and Spanish. (Wedewer)
11772 OIX3- Lahti, Finland now on this Freq with good signals at 11:05PM
broadcasting to NA some QM from DJD-11772 KCS (Wedewer)
12130 DZE Berlin, Germany hrд 4-5PM with strong signals. (Harris)
15290 KWID San Francisco has world news in English at 11PM. (Harris)
15345 FGA Dakar, French West Africa heard 2-3PM. (Harris)
15830 LSL3 Buenos Aires, Arg, heard at 6:30 PM. (Harris)

Final Results Of 1942 Shorte Wave Contest

Jim Wedewer-CKFX-CBFW-YNDF-HJCA-OAXIA-XEBT-TG2-TGWA-TJMP-H1A-HI9B-WLHSN
YV4RO-WCRA-WCRC-WKID-VL6G-VL7G-VL93-W5XAU-ZPAZ-XETT-CBRX-ZYB8
SST-CFX2-Radio Congo Belge-Radio Quedelupe- Total 66 Pts

Bud Kopp
-XEBT-HP5K-HCJB-P5H-CFX2-XETT-COBZ-CBFW-W5XAU-WRCA-CBRX-YNDG
Total 53 Pts

Roger Legge XETT-LU2AH-CBFW-TDA-HLX-LU2AJ-ZYB7-VLW4-VLW6-VLQ4-VLQ3-VL6G-VY5RH-JHDE-WJP-KGEI-SBT
Total 47 Pts

Grant Batson CFRX-HI3U-CBFW-WRCA-WNBI-WCBS-WKID-WGDA-HER4
WLW3-WCRC-HIT-VY5RH-VY5RH-JHDE-WJP-KGEI-SBT
Total 32 Pts

These results are assumed to be final as no reports of any verifications
have been received in the past 2 months.

There still seems to be a shortage of shortwave reporters although Gil
Harris is still coming through with regularity and a new reporter had en-
tered the shortwave section this month, Don Wattenberger of Mill Valley,
Calif. It is not often that we get reports from West Coast listeners and
it is hoped that he will continue to send in the results of his DXing.
Evening reception of Europeans is fairly good this summer in comparison
with the past 2 years. The reception of Asiatics is infrequent out here
in the East at this phase of reception.

THE NEXT BULLETIN IS AUGUST 14TH. PLEASE HAVE YOUR REPORTS TO ME BY 8/10.

MORE BCB NEWS

Norm Maguire wants to know who signed your WHMA verie, Bill Gabriel?
Dick Cooper says to mail your reports to Mr Roy L Gallagher of WKPA and
they will get prompt attention. Test about every 3 mos but no set time.
I have some info for Lefty Cooper from Dave Thomas and I will mail it.
I have a couple other items but not important so left them out as I did
not feel that another half page full was saving. i side and 4 would be MTY.